More than one meteorite impact during the
total lunar eclipse of January 21, 2019?
Robert Nufer
In the youtube video (https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=lhmLlFyZ4Zw&t=13395s), published by members of
the Griffith Observatory, a bright flash was recorded in one of the video frames. This flash was assigned to
a meteorite impact event. The event (Ev1) was confirmed by other filmers and even a visual observation
was reported on SEML.
This relatively bright event occurred on a relatively dark region of the Moon during eclipse totality. But what
about fainter events on brighter lunar regions?
Lunar impact monitoring is done by astronomy professionals. A short introduction is given on the NASA’s
website (https://www.nasa.gov/centers/marshall/news/lunar/overview.html).
This event during a total lunar eclipse got my attention and I tried to have a closer look into the video.
In a first step I downloaded the video and stored in in the PC. The full video duration is more than six hours
(06:51:07), and Ev1 occurs at 03:43:11 in the movie.
I do not know the absolute recording time of the video, but on the Sky&Telescope’s web site
(https://www.skyandtelescope.com/observing/a-space-rock-strikes-moon-during-the-total-lunar-eclipse/)
04:41:38 UT is reported for the meteorite’s impact time.
In a second step the 65 movie minutes from 03:40:00.020 to 04:45:00.016 containing the eclipse totality
were extracted using AviDemux 1.2.1.
In a third step, all 117’067 video frames (65 min @ 30 fps) were extracted using ffmpeg and stored in png
image format.
Then, I started to write a Pascal program for the different processing steps what I wanted to perform…
To shorten further processing steps a little bit, the image region with the Moon was searched. This was
done by creating a single image containing the brightest pixel information from all frames:

Image 1 shows the “drift” regions of the Moon during totality. The drift of the brightest star in the Moon’s
neighborhood during the eclipse is seen in this “original” size 1920 x 1080 pixels image.
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Image 2 shows the image region containing the Moon and some stars in the image window with pixel coordinates x=352 / y=54 (upper left corner) to x=1375 / y=1077 (lower right corner).
In a fourth step, the 117’076 1024 x 1024 pixels images were cut from the extracted video frames.
Searching for any faint brightness changes in consecutive images is very tedious, if 117’076 images have
to be checked, and the Moon must be perfectly aligned, if possible.
In a fifth step, he brightness centroid coordinates were computed for all 1024 x 1024 pixels images.
This was done using the square root of the pixel brightness information in the three RGB colours (red,
green, and blue).
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Image 3 shows the drift of the image brightness centroids along the x axis (black curve) and the y axis
(green curve). Especially in the x direction, the Moon had to be centered from time to time. I assume that
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the guiding speed of the instrument was set to stellar, not to lunar. The general decrease of the x coordinate is caused by the eclipse progress.
Then, polynomials of 6th degree were fitted to both coordinate series, and the 117’076 1024 x 1024 pixels
images were re-aligned according to the fitted drift coordinates in both directions x and y.
With this procedure, each image was (relatively) good aligned to the previous image. The goal was not to
create a single “stacked” image of the Moon.
In a sixth step, 117’075 difference images were computed by enhancing the brightness differences to the
previous image by a factor four (4x). For identical images, a flat gray image will result with this method.
For the reported meteorite impact, the video image and the difference to the previous image (taken
1/30 sec earlier) looked as follows:

Image 4 shows the impact Ev1 in image 5815. The enhanced difference to image 5814 is shown at right.
Browsing through the difference images is much easier than to browse through the lunar images, because
the absolute brightness (brighter or darker zones) is not visible, except for the Moon’s edge, where terrestrial air turbulences create always differences in brightness between consecutive images. But 117’076 difference images are a huge number for visual inspection!
In a seventh step, I created “bunched maximum brightness images” from hundred difference images at a
time, as described in step six. This resulted in about one thousand images, and if a significant brightness
change was seen, the individual image containing the brightness change was then easily found by browsing through the hundred images.
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Image 5 shows the maximum brightness superimposition of the difference images 5801 to 5900. Within
this hundred images, frame 5815 containing Ev1 was then determined.
Within the 65 minutes, six other events were found by visual inspection. The events are listed in the following table. Whether the events other than Ev1 are real can only be verified by further analysis (with other
eclipse movies).
Event

Frame #
(1/30 sec)

Event time
within the
65 min
movie extract

Event time
in the
youtube movie

Estimated
Event time
2019-07-21
(UT)

Comment

03:43:11.578
03:43:22.355
03:57:22.628
04:00:20.272
04:06:36.648
04:30:32.716
04:33:05.402

04:41:43
04:41:54
04:55:54
04:58:52
05:05:08
05:29:04
05:31:37

2)

1)

Ev1
Ev2
Ev3
Ev4
Ev5
Ev6
Ev7
1)
2)

5815
6138
31347-31350
36676-36679
47968-47971
91051
95631-95634

00:03:13.797
00:03:24.575
00:17:24.864
00:20:22.512
00:26:38.896
00:50:34.993
00:53:07.682

Probably not an impact
Probably not an impact

Ectraction time window spanned from 03:40:00.020 to 04:45:00.016 from the youtube movie.
Reported in https://www.skyandtelescope.com/observing/a-space-rock-strikes-moon-during-the-totallunar-eclipse/

From the youtube movie, extracted frames with possible events Ev2 to Ev7 are shown in the next panels.
On the left side, the event region is shown with a ten times magnified 10 x 10 pixel region. The brightness
was not altered. On the right side, the corresponding difference image is shown.
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Image 6 Ev2

Image 7 Ev3
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Image 8 Ev4

Image 9 Ev5.
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Image 10 Ev6. In the left half of the panel, a 18 x 10 pixels region is ten times magnified.

Image 11 Ev7
It is possible, that several or even all events Ev2 to Ev7 are not related to lunar phenomena. There are other possible reasons for sporadic increase in local image brightness. For example cosmic particles hitting
the camera sensor, or other technical or thermal issues with some pixels.
Nevertheless, as an amateur astronomer, it had a lot of fun “playing” with the youtube video from the Griffith Observatory, thanks for making it available to the public.
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